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Extraction and Classification of Twitter Messages to Apply
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Abstract—Nowadays the participation of users in
information networks is increasing. Every day millions of
people share opinions, experiences, modes through a comment,
etc. However, this source of information called collective
intelligence is unutilized at it is maximum capacity, because
there comes a point where the user is oversaturated with so
much information. The reason would be advisable to have the
means to exploit the information that is expressed through the
comments so that is synthesized and allow support to collective
needs. This paper presents a way to exploit the information
found within tweets of Twitter through programming language,
ie applying data mining to the comments made. The aim is to
show that through this language is simple start analyzing what
the users say. The business intelligence system through social
networks is proposed such as a case of study, which shows how
they can be used in comments to support making decision. The
Social Web has had a drive through the various websites that
allow you to share information and which are known as social
networking. The participation of users across these networks is
astonishing; actually there are millions of people around the
world who participates daily with at least one comment. But
considering that a simple comment may contain relevant
information, and joined the thousands of comments at a given
time there is a source of collective information, synthesize that
information would be important to support collective needs.
This source of information can be manipulated in order to find
patterns in the words that are used in the comments, and use
them as benefits for the users.
Index Terms—Information networks, collective intelligence,
twitter, business intelligence.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the social Web had had an impulse across the
different Web sites that allow to share information which is
known as social networks. As a result, the participation of
users across these networks are amazing, because millions of
people in entire world every day participate at least with one
comment.
However if we considerate a simple comment can express
outstanding information, and joined he thousands of
comments to the instant it has a collective information source;
it could be important to synthesize this information to support
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collective needs. That source of information would be
manipulated, with the purpose to find pattern in useful words
in comments and use it to benefit to the users.
In Mexico the top ten in which is concentrate the biggest
numbers of users in social networks are: Mexico State,
Distrito Federal, Jalisco, Veracruz, Nuevo León, Puebla,
Baja California, Guanajuato, Chihuahua and Tamaulipas.
Have been found that Mexican people use mainly the social
networks to communicate between buddies; to follow and
give opinions about culture, entertainment and sports; know
about the last news and meet other people [1]. In this moment
the most popular social networks useful in the world are:
Facebook, YouTube and Twitter. In this moment México is
located in seventh place among the countries with more twits,
we are talking about almost 15 million of users; the ranking is
United States with 140 million of “cuentas” in the social
network [2].
Undoubtedly knowing the reason which people use the
social networks and importance to find ways of synthesize
information, below is an instance how using Python and the
API of Twitter may get information. The principal aim is take
advantage of information that every day is sharing with other
people, and it manages to help collective needs. The study
case is a business intelligence system based in social
networks, which it searches patterns of words with the
propose to do a classification of Twitter comments.
What is happen? Everyday million of users answer this
question through the most popular site Web called Twitter
which is concentrated a huge amount information, as
consequence of active participation of their users. It is
because through 140 characters the user is able convey
information which is propagated of exponential form. Only
enough with write information about every event for this
known in a few minutes by a lot of users. However, those
little messages called Tweets, can find outstanding
information that allow: exemplify the profile of user,
characterize geographic areas, or just know the current topics
of interest at a given time. Twitter is not define as a social
network, instead as a information network in real time that
connect users with the last stories, ideas, opinions and news
about more interesting [3].
According to a study made by [4] México is located in the
seventh place between the countries which have more tweets
in the world because have almost 15 million of users, Having
every day million of tweets generate by users. Therefore that
users have with a lot of information which is not easy to
assimilate. For this reason is necessary to employ techniques
that may find information that be useful, like data mining.
Data mining is a process that have as a purpose to find out,
extract and keep information about huge data bases, through
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information is transmitted to user's friends or contacts. it is
supposed that users have similar profit and likes. in this way
the user information that he shares can be use as a result of
others contacts. Fig. 1 is an example where shows the
connection between Web friends.

search programs and identification of patterns and global
relations, tendencies, deviations and other indicators
apparently chaotic that have an explication, it would find out
across different techniques with this tool. [5] if Twitter is
consider as a huge source of information, due to realizable to
apply techniques of data mining to explorer information.
Moreover in [6] it mentioned that Twitter's API join with
Ruby allow get useful information and more synthesized. In
this paper we expose the way to obtain information using
Python and Twitter's API, with the purpose to do a
classification made by users.

II. FRAMEWORK
Especially in these days talking about interchange
information in social networks had increased eventually, and
this is the principal reason of the investigation. The
comments that users post or share is interesting to know,
because comments have a knowledge source called collective
intelligence.
The increased or necessity to communicate by means of
computer, it have allow more interchange of information. In
[7] is called some advantages to use Twitter hence to have a
limit of characters for writing an idea which is necessary be
clearly and concise. The authors mentioned the fact that
social networks participate people who had interest in
common, also with different experience. One of the
advantage to have information Web is let informal
communication, as a consequence increase the possibilities
of interchange information very valuable, make a confidence
source between users.
In [8] it had mentioned that usually Web sites allow
interchange of information and let analyze collective
behavior, because is hard analyze user individual information.
That way is important the fact that users need to be linked in
social networks, and it happened because they have some
interests or characteristics in common.
On the other hand when we analyze a comment is
necessary be an aim, and in [9] is indicated that words are
indentified and can be keys to establish a connection between
the place where user had done a comment. This result very
incredible because user feels more close with the next
services that can be interested. In [10] also in comments can
have similar words that help to identify in which have made
the user this comment. In [11] is using an information
network with the purpose to find a characteristics and
behaviors of specific geographical area after classify, not
paying attention to comment semantic.
Based on the research presented, it is important to mention
that the analysis of key words about a comment may get
certain semantic level. Accordingly in the moment that is
identify the user idea, it can propose a different ways to
auxiliary or analyze these information the right way.
In the next part, it mentioned the way is possible get
information using API of Python and Twitter, afterward it
had showed an study case with the aim to classify comments.

Fig. 1. Scheme of relation establish in a count of social network.

Last figure had seen the relations inside a social network,
when user makes a comment, these information is send all the
list of contacts. Whence to noticed a propagation level that
produce a comment, is interesting to know what is shared.
To check the information that is found such social
networks as different Web sites, it is noticed clearly that this
information is based in comments. At the moment to do a
searching through various Web sites, the majority of the
occasion is getting recommendations which are based in the
parameter of popular vote disappointed the express opinion
by the users. It will be doable analyze the semantic content of
comments, with the target to understand what user wants to
express and synthesize information than is found in social
networks and various Web sites, to be more easy the
interchange of information. This allows have a big get close
called semantic Web.
A. Get Information with Python
Moreover to do this analyze the fist was investigate about
the way get information since Twitter APPI, also we noticed
that Python is a programming language which uses a couple
of sentences that allow establish the communication with the
Twitter count of user.
For these proof had used a Python Package Manager,
because this language has characteristics such as be clearly in
his syntax, it had Object Oriented Programming, had huge
kind of data and is compatible with C/C++, .NET, and others
[12].
For instance it is showed some principal instructions
necessaries for getting information from a user count in
Twitter. for this proof had taken a [13] as a reference.
When we write in a console of Python the next instructions,
it establishes the communication with API of Twitter:
>>easy_install twitter
>>import twitter
>>twitter_api
=
twitter.Twitter(domain="api.twitter.com"
, api_version='1')

III. EXTRACTION THE INFORMATION
When the information is shared in social networks, this

If the connection is successful, it can prove when we need
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way, the only think that is necessary to know is Id of a place
cause break down the comments by people. To put this Web
site
address:
http://twitter.com/search?q=place%
3A247f43d441defc03, it has already made a query, that
result as an show in the Fig. 2.

to print the last comments of users contacts. but it has a little
problem in these proof (this happened if is using Java), the
problem is that only obtain the last 20 comments, and it is
impossible have old comments.
It is possible to manage API of this information and know
in this little moment about users are saying through trend
topic; which is generated by user quantity that they use words
in their comments. For instance, the next instructions show
the results when is possible to get information about trend
topic using at specific moment:
print [trend['name'] for trend in
trends[0]['trends']]
[u'#QueroConhecerRebeldesComAMix',
u'#MiHabilidadEs',
u'#ThingsINeverGetTiredOfSeeing', u"Live
While We're Young", u'Delena Is Our
DEvotion', u'UFC 151 Cancelled', u'MCL',
u'Chael Sonnen', u'Dana White', u'Jon
Jones']

Fig. 2. Making a query in Twitter through URL.

However the result of this information is more complete if
we know it: who and where is talking from trend topic in
special. Afterward to make a selection about a trend topic in
specific, it gets users who has commented it. This
information result very detail, it presents data as geographical
coordinates where the comment was made also user name. To
show the way how users appear, we get the next results:

Nevertheless, as a result the quantity of information that
get, it is possible identify the words more and less use inside
the comments. This allows find words that behave as patterns.
I addition to observe more specific of lexicon at the moment
to do a comment
The previous example has allowed to watch the facility in
which it can get information of social networks. The most
important is to find a solution about collective problems.

{
"created_at": "Tue, 25 Sep 2012 17:03:22
+0000",
"from_user": "UpIsMandatory",
"from_user_id": 803465702,
"from_user_id_str": "803465702",
"from_user_name": "Dando y Perdiendo",
"geo": null,
"id": 250641657182175232,
"id_str": "250641657182175232",
"iso_language_code": "es",
"metadata": {
"result_type": "recent"
},

>>> freq_dist.keys()[:50] #Las 50 palabras
mas frecuentes
[u'RT', u'#MiHabilidadEs', u'que', u'la',
u'en', u'a', u'y', u'de', u'el', u'no', u'me',
u'las', u'para', u'@Jausensi:', u'fingir',
u's\xe9', u'@HogwartsX:', u'como', u'horas',
u'lo',
u'Twitter,',
u'WhatsApp...y',
u'donde', u'estar', u'estudiar', u'hasta',
u'llega', u'nada', u'sin', u'ver', u'vez.',
u'...', u'@JulianSerrano07:', u'Facebook,',
u'mi', u'al', u'cuando', u'd\xeda.', u'una',
u'24', u'@BbTeDice:', u'@DeboConfesarQue:',
u'@DisfrutaLaVida4:', u'@TipicoNosotros:',
u'@WhatSappArg:',
u'@WhatsAppEsp:',
u'@Whatsapp_esp:',
u'@cockhungryboy:',
u'@dimeMister:', u'@fuckiuBITCH:']

{"profile_image_url":
"http://a0.twimg.com/profile_images/257777
9175/465lrduqruiuklqhnvai_normal.jpeg",
"profile_image_url_https":
"https://si0.twimg.com/profile_images/2577
779175/465lrduqruiuklqhnvai_normal.jpeg","
source": "&lt;a
href=&quot;http://twitter.com/download/and
roid&quot;&gt;Twitter for
Android&lt;/a&gt;",
"text": "#YoSoloSe que alg\u00fan
d\u00eda cumplir\u00e9 mi sue\u00f1o.",
"to_user": null,
"to_user_id": 0,
"to_user_id_str": "0",
"to_user_name": null
},

To continue with this topic, it mentions study case for
giving an example the use to do a manipulation adequate of
information.

V. STUDY CASE: INTELLIGENCE BUSINESS SYSTEM IN
SOCIAL NETWORK
The social networks is not more than evolution of ways to
communicate between human being, than it has advanced
with use of new channels or tools, it had based on collective
knowledge across the users comments.
The companies for having publicity had been used social
networks, and it had more popular nowadays is called media
social, this process is doing publicity through social networks.
Social media enable that clients are getting close to the

IV. UNITS
Other manner to get information without any
programming language is making a query directly since an
Internet browser, because is possible make queries automatic
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TABLE I: SOME ITEMS COMPRISING THE ONTOLOGY OF NEGATIVE
EXPRESSIONS

company, so the company be more close than clients and
listen to them. Moreover thanks to this way to communicate
in which is more easy to monitoring by user's comments, the
aim is to do automatic classification from comments making.
This is the reason it is in process to development an invent
than get a classification about the comments making a
commercial mark.
For this case had been analyzed for two moths the
comments making and marks as Coca-Cola, Nike y Revlon.
Te target was determinate what follower share. As a
consequence is important to mentioned that clients use this
way to express the quality or give some recommendation
about the product in which the comments were saying such
catalogues as good or bad [14].
After this be a classification about comments , the next
step is making a sub-classification of this, the result is show
in Fig. 3. Using an ontology has achieved conceptualize the
classification of comments.
A way to determinate the theory than is compose the
ontology before mentioned, also is necessary to explorer API
Twitter with the purpose to get words more usually used
between by users. As a result the theory in Table I, which
appear at the moment to do a comment positive to a
commercial mark.

Atención al
cliente
fraude
tranza
estafa
incompetent
e
enojón
pésimo

Precio_negativo

Inseguridad

Carísimo
caro
costoso
robaron
robo

inseguro
malo
miedo
falta
funciona
susto

Currently in this study case it is found in the automatic
classification phase of the comments. It is consist in
determinate the quantity of classification of concept as
"good" and "bad" that appear in user had written, in this way
if appear more concepts negative inside the comment, it will
separate as negative.
Finally when the comment has been classified, it produced
to make a report such as: to indicate the quantity of comments
good by time, to know if it expresses the users’ suggestions
or complaints, etc. The goal is to companies generate
automatic this reports in real time because they need what
users are talking about it. It is enough to know that is talking
about it, is necessary to know if is positive or negative.

VI. CONCLUSION
The information network has had an increase favorable
with the active participation of users across the comments.
Hence the result is a huge source of collective intelligence
that should be explorer to get closer that it would be a
semantic Web. The reason which this work is focused in
show a way to get information using Python and Twitter API.
For example is showed a study case where it uses this tools,
to exemplify a business intelligent system based in social
networks, which has to do a classification or Twitter
comments. This is the first approach to make emphasis that
the information express in comments should be using for
exemplify the behavior of the participants, or provide
indicators to support users, and thus assist in the collective
needs of the people who participate daily in a information
network.
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